Measurement of research activity still remains a controversial question. The use of the impact factor from the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) is quite widespread nowadays to carry out evaluations of all kinds; however, the calculation formula employed by ISI in order to construct its impact factors biases the results in favour of knowledge fields which are better represented in the sample, cite more in average and whose citations are concentrated in the early years of the articles.
Introduction
Studies related to the measurement of research activity are a constant factor in practically all knowledge fields, whether to elaborate classifications of academic journals, institutions or authors, or to employ it as an explanatory variable in various types of applied studies, such as those aimed at measuring university productive efficiency, national economic growth, technological policy, industry location, behaviour of R&D-intensive industries, etc. [BAR-ILAN, 2008; WILSON, 1999] .
Focusing on the field of research evaluation, the development of bibliometric analyses of scientific production constitutes the specific objective of those studies which attempt to establish rankings with regard to authors and varied higher education institutions.
When carrying out these evaluations, the impact factor from ISI (hereafter IFISI) has traditionally been employed as starting point. However, since several authors stand out, their values are biased because they are directly proportional to the number of
Problems related to the use of IFISI and its normalization
Impact factors are based on the assumption that journals most frequently cited -and which, consequently, make larger contributions to the generation of scientific knowledge -will have higher quality. Due to this conception, its use is gradually increasing as a measurement for the configuration of evaluations of research activity in institutions, authors or journals. At the same time, numerous authors have expressed the limitations raised by its use for this evaluation purpose.
The present epigraph is devoted, firstly, to put forward the problems related to IFISI and, secondly, the problems related to the normalization processes more generally applied to overcome them.
Criticism to methodology and use of impact factors: The case of IFISI
Despite the fact that the use of impact indices is usually justified on the basis of the relationship established between them and research quality, certain factors -which question whether greater impact is necessarily synonymous with greater quality -must also be taken into account. Some of these objections are generic and refer to the theoretical concept of impact as a measurement of quality [SEGLEN, 1997B] . Other doubts concern the specific procedure employed to calculate such indices.
With regard to generic criticism, the following must be underlined: language bias, with an overwhelming predominance of journals in English [MUELLER & , seminal articles and review articles receiving excessive citations [AKSNES, 2006; GARFIELD, 1996] , the very process of gathering and processing so much information may cause errors [BUCHANAN, 2006; GARFIELD, 1996; JACSÓ, 2006; MOED & VRIENS, 1989] and the inappropriate definition of citable documents [GARFIELD, 1998; GLÄNZEL & MOED, 2002; MOED & VAN LEEUWEN, 1995; MOED & AL., 1999] . Other criticisms are specifically aimed at the calculation method employed by ISI for impact-factor construction [ADAM, 2002; GLÄNZEL & MOED, 2002; MOED, 2002; SEGLEN, 1997A,B; WHITEHOUSE, 2002] .
A further addition to this problem is one of fundamental importance when the measurement of scientific quality is tackled within the specific context of institutional evaluation. Here, we refer to the biases associated to the impact factor which ISI presents when establishing comparisons whether between institutions, knowledge fields or authors. The importance of this question for the aim of this article requires a more detailed description of this situation.
The biases associated with the impact factor calculated by ISI in evaluation processes stem from three factors: a) the relative importance of the knowledge field in the sample of journals selected by ISI; b) the non-consideration of differences in propensity to cite and c) the non-consideration of differences in the time period in which the impact takes effect (represented by the half-life indicator).
With regard to the relative importance of the knowledge field in the sample of journals, we face one of the greatest deficiencies, as ISI itself admits [GARFIELD, 1996; SEGLEN, 1997B] , whether by fields [BUTLER & VISSER, 2006] or languages [ARCHAMBAULT & ; . This is one of the most serious problems, since the indicator is multidisciplinary and the fact that certain fields or journals may not be included or underrepresented will necessarily affect the entire system elaborated by ISI. The results are biased in favour of fields (journals) with greater representation or, in the case of sub-fields, those more closely related to those fields most strongly represented. It is important to underline the difficulty of applying this methodology to Humanities and certain fields of Social Sciences in which academic journals are not the main method for knowledge diffusion [MOED & AL., 1998 ].
Propensity to cite is understood to be the number of citations included in each article and its effects upon the value of the impact factor take place from the moment in which two knowledge fields, journals or authors display, for whatever motive, differentiated behaviour regarding this variable. Indeed, ceteris paribus, the fact that a field cites double than others will automatically give it twice the impact [ZITT & SMALL, 2008] .
With regard to the biases associated with the time period in which impact is materialized (citations' time distribution), these occur because the impact factor calculated by ISI for each year only takes into account the data available for the two previous years, which works to the detriment of research which, by its very nature, requires longer periods of assimilation [SOMBATSOMPOP & AL., 2004] .
In short, the use of IFISI in comparisons between institutions, fields and/or authors provides biased results in favour of journals belonging to fields better represented in the sample, with greater propensity to cite and a shorter time period for impact materialization. This should not be interpreted as an argument to evade the use of impact factors in quality evaluation. However, it must be remembered that it is essential to refine some of its characteristics in order for its use in making comparisons to be more accurate.
Criticism to traditional normalization methodologies: Reference standard and scaling procedures
Biases associated to IFISI evaluation processes have lead numerous authors to raise the need to correct it with the aim of making comparisons between articles, journals or institutions more realistic.
With that purpose, they propose to carry out several normalizations to be applied on fields, journals and/or articles. The range of possibilities offered by the articles published up to date is very wide. Traditional normalization approaches are described in SCHUBERT & BRAUN [1996] . According to these authors, cross-field normalization of scientometrics indicators demands to face two problems: selection of the reference standard and construction of a proper scaling procedure (see Figure 1) . [SCHUBERT & BRAUN, 1996] Regarding the selection of the reference standard (selection of the subsample object of comparison), the first option is to resort to traditional classifications such as those provided by ISI itself (standards with prior subfield classification). This approach has been widely criticized by RINIA & AL. [2001] , SCHUBERT & BRAUN [1996] and ZITT & AL. [2005] , who find arbitrariness in the categorization of journals into subfields and especially in its application to multidisciplinary journals, where very differentiated behaviours are observed among both authors and journals, especially in the widest fields [LEYDESDORFF, 2008] . The second option for reference standard selection is working without prior subfield classification. In this case, different alternatives are possible. One of these is the use of journals as reference standards (comparison of articles published in the same journal), although articles published in broader scope or multidisciplinary journals also present problems. Another option is the use of related records as reference standards (comparison of articles with the articles cited in them), conceived for individual articles. Finally, another proposal is the use of the set of cited journals as reference standard. This last possibility establishes relations between the journal and other journals which it provides or from which it receives citations.
In our opinion, this is the most correct option when selecting an appropriate frame for comparison, since -as SCHUBERT & BRAUN [1996] point out: "These journals were selected by the most authentic persons, the authors themselves, as references; therefore, they can justly be regarded also as reference standards". The problem is that putting this option into practice is very costly. Besides, it does not allow appropriate treatment of all information contained in the Cited Journal Data Table (both unknown journals included within the field "all others" and many of the relations established with journals without IF). Finally, it should also be taken into account that even reaching minimum consensus about the most correct frame for comparison, the procedures to normalize the results obtained through IFISI still remain problem.
This last issue is usually tackled through scaling procedures. There are two possible methods: methods based on ranking (the ranks themselves or quantities derived from them serve as a basis for comparison) and methods based on indicator value (applicable if one wants to distinguish the magnitudes of differences between journals). The main disadvantage of all of them is that the starting point for comparisons is original IFISI with no bias correction.
This important limitation has given rise in the last few years to the emergence of certain works proposing the ex-ante normalization of some of the previously-mentioned biases. It is about constructing ex-novo indicators from original data of citations and articles with varied proceedings which avoid the biases currently affecting IFISI. Thus, SOMBATSOMPOP & AL. [2004] and ROUSSEAU [2005] present a proposal aimed at normalizing citation age (CHALIF), while ZITT & SMALL [2008] focus their attention on the normalization of the propensity to cite (Audience Factor). This working line is that which, in our opinion, presents greater potentiality when designing an impact factor which is expected to be neutral between fields and/or journals and, therefore, appropriate when undertaking institution, journal and author evaluations. Research presented here can be placed within this new working trend.
Before concluding this section, Table 1 (four first columns) summarizes the different above-detailed normalization proposals. 
Towards a more neutral impact factor
In this section, on the basis of a numerical example, we put forward the biases involved by IFISI and propose several alternatives for correction.
The problem
Let us consider the relative situation of two journals: A and B (one per field and, thus, journal and field are equivalent), which will be object of an evaluation in a specific year (t). We assume that both journals have the same objective quality and publish 10 articles per year. Journal A awards 20 citations per article or, in other words, 200 citations per year. For purposes of simplification, we assume that this journal (field) also receives those 200 citations in turn. With regard to citation distribution, we assume that journal A distributes them uniformly over 10 years (20 per year, including the year under evaluation). Journal B is prone to double the number of citations of journal A; that is to say, it awards 400 citations per year (40 per article). By contrast, journal B concentrates its 400 citations received in 5 years (80 citations per year). The first journal may, therefore, belong to a basic science field and the second to a cutting-edge research field. Finally, let us consider that journal A awards 50 per cent of its citations to journals contained in the sample from which the impact factor is calculated (the remainder citations may end up in books, other journals not included in the sample, etc.) This means that only 10 citations per year will be taken into account by IFISI calculation. However, journal B awards 100 per cent of its citations to journals in the sample. In this case, journal A would be identifiable to a journal on Social Sciences or Humanities, while journal B would correspond to one on Sciences.
Using the data above, we shall attempt to isolate the biases causing these differences. Firstly, we calculate the impact factor by using the methodology applied in IFISI: 
IFISI
According to these parameters, it can be concluded that the quality of journal B is eight times greater than that of journal A. Below, we demonstrate that part of the differences attributed by IFISI to both journals is partly due to divergences in the propensity to cite, partly due to the different period for impact materialization and partly due to the different representativity of both fields involved in the sample of journals.
To this end, firstly, the differences in propensity to cite of both journals are corrected. We therefore assume that journal B receives (awards) 20 rather than 40 citations per article (maintaining the same citation period and the representativity of the field in the sample). In this case, this journal reaches 200 citations to be distributed 
The impact assigned to journal B, which cites twice the number, now becomes four times of that assigned to journal A. This is due to the fact that, prior to correction, receiving cites from journal B, on average, doubles the value of receiving them from A. However, as it can be seen, this is not due the fact that journal B is of greater quality, but instead solely to a greater number of citations.
Secondly, we raise in an isolated manner the correction of the effect produced by different field representativity in the sample. While all citations in journal B are processed in the calculation of its impact factor, only half of them are processed in the case of journal A. Correction in this case should double the value of the citations which journal A awards to journals in the sample. Thus, we achieve to make equal the value awarded by all journals through their citations to the remainder articles of the journals in the sample. 
Like in the previous case, the difference becomes half of that before bias correction. Thirdly, we undertake isolated normalization of the period of impact materialization. To this end, we assume that journal B distributes the citations it receives in the same period as journal A (10 years), keeping the tendency for initial citation (20 citations per article for journal A and 40 for journal B) and the same ratio of citations to journals included in the sample (50 and 100 per cent for journals A and B, respectively). In this case, journal B will receive its 400 citations uniformly over 10 years (40 citations per year). The impact factor assigned to each journal by ISI is the following: 
The differences between the quality assigned to journals is once again reduced by half with regard to their initial situation, which demonstrates that part of the impact assigned by ISI is due to differences in the citation period in favour of journals (fields) concentrating it during the first two years.
In short, the facts put forward in this section prove that IFISI favours journals with greater propensity to cite and greater speed in obtaining citations, as well as fields with better sample representation, thus generating distortions in comparisons between knowledge fields following very different citation patterns in these aspects. These three biases should therefore be corrected jointly if one wants to make neutral and impartial comparisons between articles, journals, knowledge fields or institutions.
Proposal of theoretical ex-ante normalization
In this section we develop a theoretical proposal to undertake individual and joint ex-ante normalization of each of the three previously-analysed biases. While normalization of biases due to propensity to cite and field representativity in the sample requires working on the data contained in each article, normalization of the time period for impact materialization should be carried out on the journals' aggregated data, whether normalized or not. For that reason, we firstly present how, in our opinion, a complete normalization from the articles should be carried out and, subsequently, it is about showing how the journals' aggregated data can be approached. The underlying ideas throughout this process are the following two: that quality values awarded by all articles should be identical and that the indicator should reflect, in a homogeneous manner between fields/journals, the influence of past researches on the works of the year evaluated.
A possible normalization process to make equal the quality value awarded by articles would involve weighting the citations awarded (received) by the value 1/total citations per article. This way, biases caused by differences in the propensity to cite are eliminated.
The normalization required to homogenize field representativity in the sample would be similar to the previous: weighting awarded (received) citations but only including the journals in the sample, so that all of them award the same quality values. This can be carried out by weighting citations with the following factor: 1/total citations of articles published in journals with impact factor.
Finally, the normalization of the impact materialization period demands the indicator to include, in a homogeneous manner, the influence of past researches on the works of the year evaluated. Once the previous two effects have been normalized, a possible normalization process would involve making equal the percentage of citations and articles considered in the impact factor of all journals, instead of homogenizing according to years, as it is carried out by ISI.
In short, joint normalization of the three biases demands the construction of a new ex-novo indicator from original data. Firstly, citations per article should be normalized and, once these data have been normalized, new Cited and Citing Journal Data Tables would be generated and applied the normalization of the impact materialization period.
In our opinion, this joint ex-ante normalization of the three biases would avoid problems associated to traditional standardizations. Therefore, it is what we may call a first optimal solution. Nevertheless, the huge technical complexity involved in correcting the millions of citations handled every year prevents its put into practice in evaluation processes.
A more imperfect possibility of carrying out this normalization is undertaking it on the journals' aggregated data.
Regarding differences in propensity to cite, in this case it would be about applying weights to the citations awarded (received) by each journal; that is, on the Cited and Citing Journal Data Tables. The work by ZITT & SMALL [2008] opts for this solution by acting on citations awarded in the first five years and from the citing side. The availability of a rich data set, provided by Thomson Reuters, allows them carrying out this detailed analysis which, nevertheless, turns out to be unfeasible when one does not dispose of such information. In any case, problems derived from differences in the impact materialization period and the fields' different sample representativity still remain in their results.
Regarding normalization of field representativity in the sample, we underline that nowadays we do not know the existence of an indicator which allows carrying it out successfully. For that purpose it would be necessary to dispose of information on the percentage of citations to journals included in the sample. Besides, we should be aware that, in IFISI calculations, citations are obtained from journals and other publications included in the Master Journal List and that within this sample, JCR journals approximately amount a half. Therefore, there are journals which, for IFISI calculation, award citations but whose articles are not taken into account in calculations. We thus face a case similar to the inappropriate definition of citable documents. All this makes that this problem will be ignored throughout the rest of the present article.
Finally, normalization of differences in the impact materialization period may be carried out on normalized or non-normalized data. In our opinion, the process is much more complicated than the previous one, since it makes equal the ex-ante percentage of citations and articles considered (numerator and denominator) in the impact factor of all journals, instead of homogenizing by years, as ISI currently does (the two previous years, both for citations received and articles published). With regard to citations (impact factor numerator), comparison between journals may be performed by using citations themselves or the time necessary to obtain them [GÓMEZ SANCHO, 2005; ROUSSEAU, 2005; SOMBATSOMPOP & AL., 2004] . With regard to computed articles (impact factor denominator), its normalization among the different journals is performed, as mentioned above, by equalizing the percentage of journals taken into consideration.
The main restriction when it comes to put this proposal into practice is, once more, the limitations of the existing data and specifically those related to the number of articles published by the different journals throughout their history and, similarly, the changes which have occurred since their appearance (name changes, journal mergers or divisions, etc.)
As it has been pointed out previously, recent works by SOMBATSOMPOP & AL. [2004] and ROUSSEAU [2005] have attempted to normalize this bias ex-ante. These authors propose a new method for calculating the impact factor by using Half-Life (HL). Specifically, their proposal suggests the calculation of an impact factor for each journal which includes in the numerator and denominator the citations received and the articles published in the time period shown by half-life. Taking as reference our numerical example, where HL of journals A and B were of 5 and 2.5 years, respectively, the application of this correction provides the following impact-factor values: 
CHALIF
These values coincide with those obtained with the direct application of IFISI, which demonstrates that the proposed correction does not succeed in bias elimination. In our judgement, this is due to the fact that this proposal only homogenizes the numerator (50 per cent of received citations) but not the denominator (50 per cent of articles for journal A and 25 per cent of articles for journal B). If this factor is not taken into account, journal B will continue to be favoured in impact factor calculation, due to the mere fact of concentrating its citations within a shorter time period and, consequently, will 'need' fewer articles in spite of the fact that its citation base is identical to that of journal A.
In short, correct comparison of journal quality or knowledge fields through impact factors demands indicators whose construction requires disposing of certain amount of information of which we lack nowadays. However, the need to dispose of indicators to evaluate scientific production is undisputable, especially due to the generalization of the evaluation of the teaching-staff activity in universities, a process which is nowadays taking place in many countries (Spain among them). This need points out that further deepening into the design of procedures to obtain indicators is necessary in order to reduce the above-mentioned problems. With this aim, we put forward the following two sections.
Towards the correction of differences in the propensity to cite
We must remember that the fact that a field cites double than another will automatically give it twice the impact. Citing to a larger or lesser extent depends on multiple factors -authors, fields, kind of publication, etc. -an aspect whose analysis remains beyond the aim of the present article.
The solution proposed in the previous section to correct this bias consists of equalizing the value awarded to each article via citations, independently of the number of citations associated to it.
In our judgement, this aim may be achieved by penalizing those journals citing above sample average and favouring those awarding a lower-than-average value. The technical impossibility to carry out this procedure directly on articles or journals, lead us to design an indirect correction. The adjustment proposed to correct differences in the propensity to cite is as it follows: As a result of the correction applied, the impact factor of journal B changes from four times that of A (IFISI) to another impact factor (IFCPC) which is only twice as great, thereby eliminating the influence of the propensity to cite, which in field B was twice that of A. Thus, we achieve that citations awarded in each field per article have the same value, eliminating the effect produced if one of them cites to a greater extent than another one.
In any case, it should be taken into account that the lack of citations may be related to the fact that the article is not purely a research article (today's or opinion articles, editorials), which would question the suitability of these 'rising' corrections [ZITT & SMALL, 2008] .
Towards correction in the impact materialization period
The second bias affecting comparability between fields and/or journals, as explained earlier, refers to the existing differences in the time required for impact materialization (citation distribution). This is due to the fact that in articles published "in highly dynamic research fields a large proportion of citations are captured within a short-term; however, fields with a more durable literature have a smaller fraction of short-term citation and hence lower impact factors" [SEGLEN, 1997A] .
As it has already been mentioned, the normalization process which may solve this limitation requires the homogenisation of the percentage of citations and articles considered in the impact factor of all journals. An approximation to that would be carrying out some adjustments to IFISI which counteract the bias it involves. Concretely, we propose IFISI weighting with Half-Life, which allows favouring journals with longer maturity periods (i.e., greater HL) and works to the detriment of those with more immediate impact (shorter HL), thereby counteracting the effect of the opposite sign produced by the procedure for IFISI calculation. This proposal is similar to those by SOMBATSOMPOP & AL. [2004] and ROUSSEAU [2005] , since HL data are employed to normalize in both cases.
Consequently, the adjustment proposed to correct the citations' time differences is the following:
where 'IFCMP' denotes the impact factor, once the differences in the materialization period has been corrected. Its application to the referential example -once again supposing that field representativity in the sample has been corrected -provides us with the following results:
IFCMP (A) = 2 * 5 = 10; IFCMP (B) = 8 * 2.5 = 20.
The result of the example is conclusive, since the impact-factor differential between both journals evaluated becomes half of the previous.
Finally, the simultaneous correction of both biases provides an indicator which we term impact factor corrected by the propensity to cite and corrected by the impact materialization period (IFCPCMP) and takes the following form: IFCPCMP = IFISI * (average of citations of the sample/average of the citations per article of the journal) * Half-Life
As final result of the example, the simultaneous elimination of both biases leads to identical impact factors: 
Results
This section presents the results obtained by applying the methodology recently described in those journals included in ISI's JCR for the year 2000. Firstly, an explanation is given regarding the methodology followed. Empirical analysis is carried out at three different levels: journal, knowledge field and set of JCR journals.
Construction of the indicators proposed in this study requires gathering the information necessary for calculations: filtering the sample of journals, number of articles, citations per article in each journal, ISI impact factors and HL.
Depuration labours (elimination of journals with no impact in the year 2000, duplicated journals, name changes, merged journals, etc.) shaped the final sample of selected JCR journals on which our study is applied into 6855 units.
Results for a specific journal
In order to explain how the new indicator was constructed, we shall take as an example the American Economic Review (hereafter AER) in the year 2000. The JCR journal database counts on the following information regarding AER: ISSN, total number of citations received, impact factor (IFISI), immediacy factor (IIF), number of articles published, cited HL and citing HL. The remaining information necessary to undertake the adjustments proposed must be processed individually, datum per datum, by the researcher.
Firstly, in order to correct the effect of the propensity to cite, it is necessary -as seen earlier -to calculate both the journal's and the sample's propensity to cite. This information may be calculated on the basis of the data provided by the Journal Source Data.
In the case of AER, 2214 references were awarded (citable items) in the year 2000 and 169 was the number of articles published in that year, so that its propensity to cite is 19.6 citations per article. With regard to the sample of JCR journals, these values were 21342847 and 739763, respectively, which gives rise to an average propensity to cite of 28.85 citations per article.
The previous data allow calculating the impact factor corrected the propensity to cite (IFCPC):
IFCPC (AER) = = IFISI * (Average citations of the sample/average citations of the review) = 1.795 * (28.9 / 19.6) = 2.646.
As it can be seen, AER benefits from the proposed correction, since it cites below average. IFISI is 1.795, while the adjustment produces an impact of 2.646.
Concerning the correction of the effect produced by differences in the period for impact materialization among the different journals, the need for information increases considerably.
Firstly, it should be taken into account in practice that the HL indicator provided by ISI includes the year evaluated, while IFISI is referred to the two years previous to such period. This time gap advises against carrying out HL weighting directly on IFISI in the calculation of IFCMP. The appropriate weight should be applied on an impact factor which includes both the year evaluated and the two previous ones (ROUSSEAU, 2005) . We call IF(3) to the impact factor including the last three years. Its calculation is identical to that of IFISI, -but taking the last three years into account -and may be carried out in the following way.
The JCR database shows that the articles published in 1998 and 1999 by AER amounted to 161 and 142, respectively; while 344 and 200 citations were received in these years. The Immediacy Index (IIF), on the other hand, provides information for the year 2000: 169 articles published and 54 citations received. On the basis of the previous data, IF(3) is calculated as it follows:
IF(3) = [(344+200+54) / (161 +142 +169)] = 1.267.
We take this factor as a basis for IFCMP and subsequent IFCPCMP construction. In order to calculate both, information on the HL indicator also becomes necessary. Given that the HL of the journal under analysis exceeds 10 years, this indicator is not supplied by ISI and, thus, must be calculated manually. Once again, all the basic information is to be found in the Source Data. Particularly, the Journal Cited Half-Life includes the time distribution of received citations. This clearly shows that in the 10 years prior to 2000, the AER received 41.29 % of its citations. If we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that citation time distribution is proportional to that achieved throughout the first ten years, we can proxy the time necessary to receive 50 % of its citations is 12.1 years. Another possibility to calculate the HL indicator in case it is not provided by ISI is that suggested by BROOKES [1970] and EGGHE & ROUSSEAU [1990] .
IFCMP can be calculated from all the previous information:
IFCMP (AER) = IF(3) * Half-Life = 1.267 * 12.1 = 15.33.
Given that AER needs much more time than average to obtain its citations (see Table  4 ), the adjustment proposed benefits AER.
Finally, the integration of both adjustments carried out on AER allows obtaining a new impact factor once the propensity to cite and HL have been corrected, which is called as IFCPCMP and whose value is obtained as follows: Thus, it is demonstrated that the non-consideration of biases caused by citation patterns (propensity to cite and period for impact materialization) may have wideranging effects upon the impact-factor values provided by ISI to JCR journals and, therefore, on the evaluation of the research activity of authors and/or institutions. In particular, AER is tarnished by ISI calculations, since it has lower propensity to cite than most journals contained in the sample and requires longer time in order to gather 50 % of citations.
Results among fields
Secondly, in order to show the effects of the new impact factor on the comparison between knowledge fields, we select two fields with very distinct citation patterns regarding propensity to cite and HL. One of these, Mathematics, which may be included within basic research, includes 155 journals. The other, Biophysics, associated with cutting-edge research, includes 61 journals. The hypothesis is that IFISI benefits cutting-edge rather than basic research, while the impact factor we have created (IFCPCMP) diminishes the existing differences between both fields. Tables 2 and 3 Tables 2 and 3 shows the values corresponding to a 'meta-journal' of the field constructed by aggregating the data of each of the journals by using the data available. For the abbreviations see Table 2 .
Comparing the values of both tables, one observes that if no correction were undertaken on IFISI, the 'meta impact' of the field of Biophysics would be almost seven times higher than that of Mathematics (2.951 against 0.442); an almost identical difference is also obtained if their IF(3) are compared (2.124 against 0.319). However, when using the impact factor which corrects HL and propensity to cite (IFCPCMP), this difference does not reach 50 % (12.224 against 9.702). This reduction is explainedalmost equally -by the greater propensity to cite (somewhat more than double) and the lower period necessary for impact materialization (somewhat less than half) which Biophysics journals have against Mathematics ones. If only one of the biases is corrected, the differences in impact factor would clearly favour Biophysics journals, since their values would triplicate those of Mathematics journals (2.452 against 0.795 in IFCPC and 17.114 against 5.396 in IFCMP), since both biases favour the field of cutting-edge research against the field of basic research and, thus, their impact factors, as calculated by ISI, are far greater.
The impact factor proposed in this work therefore shows the need to correct these biases with the aim of establishing more neutral comparisons between knowledge fields.
Results of the sample as a whole
Lastly, we present the results obtained by applying the new indicator to the entire sample of journals. Table 4 shows data which describe the variables for the set of journals: citations received (CITED), articles published in the year 2000 (ART-2000), immediacy impact factor (IIF), impact factor (IFISI), impact factor for three years (IF(3)), Half-Life (HLIFE), citations per article (CPA) and impact factor corrected by propensity to cite and impact materialization period (IFCPCMP). Data show great variability both in the journals' total citations received and the number of articles published in the year 2000. The sample's average HL is somewhat over 7 years and citations per article range between 1334 and 10. With regard to impact, IIF is on average almost six times lower than IFISI. Its maximum value (50) doubles that of IIF (25) and in both cases the minimum value is zero. IF(3) is on average somewhat lower (0.917) than IFISI (1.271) and clearly exceeds IIF (0.220) with values ranging between 0.001 and 33.548. Lastly, IFCPCMP displays on average values ranging between 0.003 and 137.679, while standard deviation is close to 6. Table 5 classifies the top-50 journals on the basis of IFISI, IF(3) and IFCPCPM. In these calculations, we have corrected those journals citing below 10, an idea which was also put into practice by ZITT & SMALL [2008] .
In order to ascertain if there are important variations either when employing one or the other indicator or in the classifications drawn, we have calculated the Pearson's correlation coefficients between the IFISI and IFCPCMP quantitative variables, thus obtaining a value of 0.636, while the Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau-b applied to rankings are 0.739 and 0.551, respectively. There are remarkable variations when employing one or the other indicator, in spite of not including bias correction corresponding to differences in the relative importance of the knowledge field in the sample of journals, which undoubtedly affects Social Sciences journals to a greater extent. The results prove that corrections are not disproportionate since no journal ever goes from the first places to the last ones or vice versa. (3)). However, variations in ranking positions become noticeable from the fourth position onwards. By contrast, following the bias corrections displayed by IFCPCMP, journal classification is drastically modified: Only 23 journals of those in the previous ranking remain, while 27 new journals enter. Qualitative changes in positions are also drastic. By way of example, Annuals are significantly penalized by our corrections and attain much lower positions in the classification (in some of them, it even disappears from the top-50 positions).
Another outstanding fact is observed when valuating the field of the journals thereby affected. In IFISI almost all (45) of the highest-ranking journals belong to Health Sciences and related fields and, more specifically, to some of its sub-fields (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, Immunology, Genetics & Heredity). It gathers 20 of the highest-ranking journals, since they are included in the most highly represented fields in the sample where the 'super-cited' articles are included [GARFIELD, 1996; . In the classification obtained by using IFCPCMP, journals belonging to the field of Health Sciences continue to form majority; these are lower in number (38) and their concentration in specific fields (now the generic field of General & Internal Medicine accumulates most journals: namely 6). Another remarkable fact is that by using IFCPCMP, multidisciplinary or generic journals become particularly important in various fields (medicine or physics). This result is reasonable given the longer time necessary to diffuse knowledge among these fields (RINIA et al., 2001) , which was already forecasted by SEGLEN (1997) . This is the case of journals such as Nature, Science, Scientific American, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America or American Scientist. As it is logical from the foregoing, the inclusion of journals from the field of Social Sciences (Economics and Business Administration, IT, and Statistics and Probability) is noticeable, something unthinkable when using IFISI.
Another aspect to be underlined is that the results obtained with IFCPCMP are similar to those obtained by BOLLEN &AL. [2006] employing a methodology based on PINSKI & NARIN's 'influence weight' [1976] . In their work they obtain a journal-status classification when combining popularity (IFISI) and prestige (Weighted PageRank). Their results (applied to the year 2003) provide a top-10 classification which turns out to be almost identical to that obtained by us: 7 out of the first 10 first journals coincide in both rankings. More precisely, the journals occupying the first three positions coincide: Nature, England Journal of Medicine and Science, the last two with exchanged positions. Another two journals classified into top-10 positions by BOLLEN & AL. appear in positions 12 and 30 in our classification. We believe that this provides the results with greater consistency, since both methods coincide when valuating the 'best' journals, which helps answer the question raised by REEDIJK & MOED [2008] : "Do we face a genuine alternative to citation or rather a complementary parameter".
In short, the empirical analysis performed in the three previous sections clearly shows that the direct use of the impact factor compiled by the Institute for Scientific Information, as employed by university administrative managers in general, provides highly questionable results, since it incorporates significant biases which work in favour of certain fields/journals to the detriment of others.
Conclusions
Measurement of research activity continues to be a controversial question. As time goes by, it seems that minimum consensus is being achieved, such as the recommendation of the use of impact factors, although these are not unanimous.
Focusing on impact factors, this study has underlined the general shortcomings produced by both the employment of these indicators and traditional normalizations used to compare different knowledge fields.
In the case of the impact factor designed by ISI, our first conclusion is that its employment will impair or benefit certain knowledge fields or articles. The system benefits those fields better represented in the sample, those with greatest propensity to be cited and those which, in general, accumulate a higher percentage of citations in the two years prior to the year evaluated. Its indiscriminate use may cause, therefore, undesirable effects, meaning that this question should be treated with rigour and caution. The conclusion to be extracted from the foregoing has important implications. The first of these implications is that IFISI should not be directly or indirectly employed to establish comparisons -whether between universities, research institutes, departments or persons -without the pertinent corrections. This is not an obstacle to recognise that the employment of IFISI, instead of other subjective options, may help improve research evaluation; however, it must be take into account that it is essential to refine some of its characteristics in order to use it to make comparisons be more accurate.
In this article we put forward a theoretical proposal which attempts to correct the three most important biases when undertaking comparisons. Its application would entail the creation of a new impact factor from normalized original data with the aim that all articles award the same quality level and collect homogeneously the influences of past researches on the works from the year evaluated.
Before the impossibility to put the foregoing into practice, we propose several corrections of IFISI which counteract the effect of two of its three main biases (propensity to cite and impact materialization period). Such adjustments have been performed 'indirectly' and approximately, due to data limitations (they were performed with regard to the journal and not to the article or citation) and to the practical impossibility of being undertaken by an individual researcher (thus, the best possible approximations had to be employed in some of the questions). All this requires extreme caution when interpreting the empirical results obtained, which should be interpreted as an illustration of the relevance of biases associated to IFISI and not as a definitive result. Besides, the non-correction of differences in the representativity in the field-wise journal sample invalidates its employment to undertake comparisons, unless some kind of normalization or standardization of this aspect is carried out.
Whatever the case, and bearing in mind the above-mentioned limitations, we consider that our proposal to adjust the indicators which approximate the value of research manages to overcome part of the problems inherent to the impact factor most commonly used worldwide, that supplied by ISI. The results obtained in the empirical section point out, in any case, the relevance of undertaking adjustments on all biases jointly, thus diminishing differences between knowledge fields or journals strengthened by the IFISI construction method.
We would not wish to end this article without referring to the basic issue behind its elaboration; in practice, and especially in Spain, in recent years the ISI impact factor has become the cornerstone for the evaluation of university lecturers' research, with regard to both their promotion and the evaluation of projects. The limitations of this indicator, as evidenced in this study, are not irrelevant insofar as they may have extremely important consequences for the adequate working of the system of incentives in higher education institutions and, consequently, upon the motivation of their human capital.
